To be in accordance with [HY] , the scalar field is M, although C could be used with insignificant changes in what follows. Also, only bounded real-valued set functions are considered. A finitely additive measure <p > 0 on an algebra of sets is called purely finitely additive (p.f.a.) if every cr-additive measure p, 0 < p < cp , is zero. If the requirement tp > 0 is dropped, cp is called p.f.a. if the positive and negative variations cp+ and cp-are both p.f.a. Every finitely additive measure can be uniquely written as p + tp , where p is a-additive and cp is p.f.a. This is the content of the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition theorem [HY, 1.24] . In later sections of this fundamental work on finitely additive measures, the authors study the bounded linear functionals on L°°(X). Those are easily identified as the finitely additive measures on 5A vanishing on X-null sets [HY, 2.3] . Such a measure cp is p.f.a. if and only if it is concentrated on sets of arbitrarily small A-measure, where cp is called concentrated on E e 2A if \cp\(I\E) = 0 [HY, 3.1 ].
Let us turn to the construction of the example announced in the abstract. For any to e I there exists a positive (hence bounded) linear functional cpo on L°°(X) with tpo\Cb(I) = <5¡0 := point evaluation at to-Just apply the HahnBanach theorem to find a linear functional below the sublinear functional / >-> esslimsup._,0/(r) := lim£_,o ess supío_e<,<ío+£/(r) on L°°(X). [One could even find a character of L°°(X) extending ôto (see, e.g., [IT, p. 107] , but I will not need this.] Any such tp0 is concentrated on every neighbourhood U of in (in particular p.f.a.). To see this, take any / e C¡,(I), f < 1-y , f(to) = 1. Then 1 = <W) = 9o(f) < PoOi/) < 9»o(l) = 1, so <pQ(\v) = 1. Now let tnj := (j + \)2~" for « e N, 0 < / < 2* -1, and tpnj be a positive functional on L°°(X) with cp"j\Cb(I) = ôtnj. Next, choose and fix a Banach limit Lim, that is a positive (hence bounded) linear extension of the "lim" functional over /°°. (Take a linear functional below lim sup.) For x = (xn)neN e /°°w rite Limn^ocX,, instead of Lim(x).
Define cp(f) := Lim,.^-" ¿$¿l cpnj(f) for / e L°°(X). Obviously, cp e L°°(X)' is positive and concentrated on every neighbourhood of the set of points t"j ; hence, cp is p.f.a. Moreover, any f e Q,(/) arbitrarily extended over [0, 1] is Riemann integrable over [0, 1] , so tp(f) = J0 f(t)dt = J fdX. cp(l) being 1, the set function cp(A) = tp(l¿), A eA?, has all the announced properties. Finally, the difference X -<p e L°°(X)' annihilates C¿,(/) but is not p.f.a. (uniqueness of the decomposition!), contrary to the last assertion of [HY, The- orem 3.4].
The careful reader might argue that Yosida and Hewitt consider R instead of /. However, note that their measure X is an (arbitrary) probability measure equivalent to Lebesgue measure on R. Therefore, any both-way null setpreserving homeomorphism / -► R can be used for translation.
Noted added in proof

